3Days/2Nights Combinable Packages
Manila Historic - Including Corregidor-Tour (6 hrs.)

Across the bay from Manila is Corregidor Island, a fortress in Spanish times. It became a symbol of courage in
World War II for it was here that Filipino and American soldiers put up a gallant stand to resist the enemy. The tour
commences with a boat trip to the island followed by a guided sightseeing of its many monuments. The tour
includes a roundtrip boat transfer, guided island tour with shrine and terminal fees. An optional Malinta Tunnel
light and sound show which vividly recounts the story of Corregidor is recommended.

Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National Park

Located in Palawan, the Philippines' last frontier, the Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National Park was
inscribed as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1999. The park features a spectacular limestone, karst landscape
with an underground river. One of its distinguishing features is a river that flows directly into the sea with its lower
portion subject to tidal influences. The area represents a significant habitat for biodiversity conservation and
contains a full mountain-to-sea ecosystem representative of all forest types in Asia.
Includes two (2) night accommodation at Asturias Hotel, daily breakfast, St. Paul underground River Tour with
lunch, and roundtrip airport transfer in Puerto Princesa.

Bohol

An oval-shaped island southeast of Manila. Bohol has a unique attraction called the Chocolate Hills- uniformly
shaped hills about 30-50 meters in height, which resemble chocolate bonbons during the dry season. Bohol is noted
for its centuries-old churches, baskets, hand-crafted knives and Panglao Island, one of the Philippines' dive spots.
Many of its visitors have discovered its white sandy beaches and the clear waters which offer excellent view. Bohol is
also known for its mini-forests where the smallest and oldest known primate, the tarsier, can be found. Flying time
is approximately one (1) hour and fifteen minutes.

Cebu

The province 562 kilometers south of Manila is the international gateway to the Visayas region. Its capital, Cebu
City, is known as the "Queen City of the South", and is famous for mangoes, guitars, and resorts. Accommodations
in Cebu vary widely from first class and deluxe hotels and resorts to inns and pension houses. Flying time is
approximately one (1) hour and ten minutes. Domestic airlines that service Cebu are Philippine Airlines, Cebu
Pacific, and Air Philippines. Cebu is also accessible through international flights from Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Singapore and Seoul.

